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Abstract. We consider the task of data analysis with pure differen-
tial privacy. We construct new and improved mechanisms for statistical
release of interval and rectangle queries. We also obtain a new algorithm
for counting over a data stream under continual observation, whose error
has optimal dependence on the data stream’s length.

A central ingredient in all of these result is a differentially private par-
tition mechanism. Given set of data items drawn from a large universe,
this mechanism outputs a partition of the universe into a small number
of segments, each of which contain only a few of the data items.

1 Introduction

Differential privacy is a recent privacy guarantee tailored to the problem of
statistical disclosure control: how to publicly release statistical information about
a set of people without compromising the privacy of any individual [DMNS06]
(see the book [DR14] for an extensive treatment). In a nutshell, differential
privacy requires that the probability distribution on the published results of an
analysis is “essentially the same,” independent of whether any individual opts
in to, or opts out of, the data set. (The probabilities are over the coin flips of
the privacy mechanism.) Statistical databases are frequently created to achieve
a social goal, and increased participation in the databases permits more accurate
analyses. The differential privacy guarantee supports the social goal by assuring
each individual that she incurs little risk by joining the database: anything that
can happen is essentially equally likely to do so whether she joins or abstains.

In the differential privacy literature, privacy is achieved by the introduction of
randomized noise into the output of an analysis. Moreover, sophisticated mech-
anisms for differentially private data analysis can incur a significant efficiency
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overhead. A rich and growing literature aims to minimize the “cost of privacy”
in terms of the error and also in terms of computational efficiency. In this work
we present new algorithms with improved error for several natural data analysis
tasks.

There are several variants of differential privacy that have been studied.
Most notably, these include the stronger (in terms of privacy-protection) notion
of pure differential privacy, and its relaxation to approximate differential privacy.
Our work focuses on mechanisms that guarantee pure differential privacy for the
tasks of answering statistical queries, maintaining an online count of significant
events in a data stream, and partitioning a large universe into a small number
of contiguous segments, none of which contains too many input items (a type of
“dimension reduction”).

Before proceeding to outline our contributions, we recall the definition of
differential privacy:

Definition 1.1 (Differential Privacy [DMNS06,DKM+06]). A randomized
algorithm M : Un → Y is (ε, δ)-differentially private if for every pair adjacent
databases x, x′ that differ only in one row, and for every S ⊂ Y :

Pr[M(x) ∈ S] ≤ eε · Pr[M(x′) ∈ S] + δ.

When δ = 0, we say the algorithm provides (pure) ε -differential privacy. When
δ > 0, we say that the algorithm provides (approximate) differential privacy.

As discussed above, we focus on the stronger guarantee of pure differential pri-
vacy throughout this work.

1.1 Differentially Private Query Release: Interval and Rectangle
Queries

Differentially private query release is a central problem in the literature. The
goal is releasing the answers to a set of statistical queries while maintaining
both differential privacy and low error. We focus on the case of counting queries
(sometimes referred to as statistical queries). Let U be the set of possible data
items (the data universe). A counting query q is specified by a predicate q :
U → {0, 1}. For an n-element database x ∈ Un, the query output q(x) ∈ [0, n]
counts how many items in the database satisfy the query. The goal, given a set
Q of queries and a database x, is to approximate q(x) for each q ∈ Q, while
(i) guaranteeing differential privacy (for the collection of all answers), and (ii)
minimizing error in the answers.

We focus on the (challenging) setting where the query set Q is large. To
avoid running in time proportional to |Q| (which is too large), we will produce
a differentially private data synopsis. Given the database x, the mechanism pro-
duces a synopsis: a data structure that can later be used to answer any query
q ∈ Q. Thus, the synopsis is a small implicit representation for the answers to
all queries in Q.
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Differentially private query release, especially for counting queries, has been
the focus of a rich literature. Starting with the works of Dinur, Dwork and Nissim
[DN03,DN04], showed how to answer k queries (counting queries or general low-
sensitivity queries) using computationally efficient mechanisms, with noise that
grew with k for pure ε-DP [DMNS06], or

√
k for approximate (ε, δ)-DP. Starting

with the work of Blum, Ligett and Roth [BLR08], later works improved the
dependence on the number of queries k to logarithmic. The running time for
these mechanisms, however, can be prohibitive in many settings. Even the state-
of-the-art mechanisms for answering general counting queries [HR10] require
running time that is at least linear in the size of the data universe |U| (whereas
the running time of earlier mechanisms was logarithmic in |U|). Indeed, for many
query sets Q, the best differentially private query release mechanisms that are
known require either large error (as a function of |Q|), or large running time (as
a function of |U| and |Q|). Indeed, under cryptographic assumptions, there are
inherent limits on the computational efficiency and the accuracy of differentially
private query release algorithms for specific sets of counting queries [DNR+09,
Ull13,BUV14]. Thus, a significant research effort has aimed to design efficient
and accurate DP mechanisms for specific natural sets of counting queries.

Our work continues this effort. We construct new and improved mechanisms
for answering interval or threshold queries. We further extend these results to
multi-dimensional rectangle queries, and for these queries we are able to increase
the data dimensionality with relatively mild loss in accuracy and efficiency.

Interval Queries. We consider the natural class of interval queries. Here the data
universe is the integers from 1 to D (i.e. U = [1,D], and |U| = D).1 Each query
q is specified by an interval I = [i, j] ⊆ [1,D], and associated with the predicate
that outputs 1 on data elements that fall in that interval. Usually we think of D
as being very large, much larger than (even exponential in) the database size n.
For example, the data universe could represent a company’s salary information,
and interval queries approximate the number of employees whose salaries fall in
a certain bracket.

In prior work, Dwork et al. [DNPR10] showed that this class could be
answered with pure ε-differential privacy and error roughly O( log

2 D
ε ) (see the

analysis in [CSS11]). They also showed an Ω(log D) error lower bound for obtain-
ing pure differential privacy. Our first contribution is a new mechanism that
obtains pure differential privacy with error roughly O( log D+(log2 n)

ε ). In particu-
lar, the error’s dependence on D is optimal.

Theorem 1.2 (DP Intervals). The mechanism in Sect. 3.2 answers interval
queries over [1,D]. For any privacy and accuracy parameters ε, β > 0, it guar-
antees (pure) ε-differential privacy. For any database x of size n, with all but β
probability over the mechanism’s coins, it produces a synopsis that answers all

1 Throughout this work, for integers i, j s.t. i ≤ j, we use the notation [i, j] to denote
the (closed) interval of integers {i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1, j}.
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interval queries (simultaneously) with error O( log D+((log2 n)·log(1/β))
ε ). The run-

ning time to produce the synopsis (and to then answer any interval query) is
(n · poly(log D, log(1/ε), log(1/β))).

While the error’s dependence on log D is optimal, we do not know whether the
dependence on log2 n is optimal (i.e., whether the error is tight for cases where
D is not much larger than n). This remains a fascinating question for future
work.

The main idea behind this mechanism is partitioning the data universe [1,D]
into at most n contiguous segments, where the number of items in each segment
is not too large. We give a new differentially private mechanism for construct-
ing such a partition, see Sects. 1.3 and 2. Given this partition, we treat the n
segments as a new smaller data universe, and use the algorithm of [DNPR10] to
answer interval queries on this smaller data universe (this is where we incur the
log2 n error term).

Related Work: Approximately Private Threshold Queries. The class of interval
queries generalizes the class of threshold queries, where each query is specified
by i ∈ [1,D] and counts how many items in the input database are larger than i
(i.e., how many items are in the interval [i,D]). In fact, since answers to threshold
queries can also be used to answer interval queries, these two classes are equiva-
lent. Answering threshold queries with approximate (ε, δ)-DP was considered in
the work of Beimel, Nissim and Stenner [BNS13], who obtain an upper bound
of 2O(log∗ D). In a beautiful recent independent work, Bun, Nissim, Stemmer
and Vadhan [BNSV15] show a lower bound of Ω(log∗ D) for approximate-DP
mechanisms (as well as an improved upper bound of roughly 2log

∗ D). The main
difference with our work is that we focus on the stricter guarantee of pure dif-
ferential privacy, which (provably) incurs a larger error.

Rectangle Queries. We further study a natural generalization of interval queries:
rectangle queries. These queries consider multi-dimensional data (in particular,
c-dimentional for an integer c > 1). The data universe is U = [1,D]c. A rectangle
query q is specified by a rectangle R = ([i1, j1] × . . . × [ic, jc]) ⊆ [1,D]c, and
associated with the predicate that outputs 1 on data items that fall inside the
set R. As was the case for interval queries, we usually think of D as larger than
n, and of c as being smaller than either of these quantities (sub-logarithmic in
n, or even constant). Continuing the example above, a database could contain
employees’ salaries, ages, years of experience, rank, etc. Rectangle queries can be
used to approximate the numbers of employees that fall into various conjunctions
of brackets, e.g. the number of employees in given age, experience and salary
brackets. More generally, these queries are useful for multi-dimensional data,
where many (or all) of the data dimensions are associated with an ordering on
data items in that dimension.

We generalize the intervals mechanism to answer rectangle queries. While
in many settings known differentially private algorithms suffer from a “curse of
dimensionality” that increases the error or running time as the dimension grows,
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we give an algorithm whose error and running time have a mild dependence
on the data dimensionality. In particular, the error is roughly O((c2 · log D) +
((log n)O(c)). The running time is roughly n · poly(logc n, log D), and does not
grow with Dc. For the (reasonable) setting of parameters where we think of
n ≈ log D, the running time is only polynomial in (log log D)c.

Theorem 1.3 (DP Rectangles). The mechanism described in Sect. 3.3
answers c-dimensional rectangle queries over [1,D]c. For any privacy and accu-
racy parameters ε, β > 0, the mechanism guarantees (pure) ε-differential pri-
vacy. With all but β probability over its coins, all rectangle queries (simul-
taneously) are answered with error O( (c

2·log D)+((log n)O(c)·log(1/β)
ε ). The run-

ning time to produce the synopsis (and to then answer any rectangle query)
is (n · poly(logc n, log D, log(1/ε), log(1/β))).

In prior work, Chan Shi and Song [CSS11] considered rectangle queries and
obtained an error bound of roughly (log D)O(c). Theorem 1.3 roughly replaces
this with a (log n)O(c) term, as well as an additive O(c2 · log D) (recall that
typically n << D). We emphasize that the error’s dependence on log D does not
grow exponentially with the dimentionality c.

Muthukrishnan and Nikolov [MN12] show an Ω((log n)c−O(1)) error lower-
bound when n ≈ D, even for (the relaxed notion of) (ε, δ)-differentially private
algorithms (they refer to this as “orthogonal range counting”). Thus, the depen-
dance on log n in the mechanism of Theorem 1.3 is optimal up to a (small)
polynomial factor (the exact term in our upper bound is O((log n)1.5c+1)).

The rectangles mechanism is a multi-dimensional generalization of the inter-
vals mechanism (see more above and below). Recall that the intervals algorithm
utilized a differentially private partition of the data universe into n segments. It
then used the “tree-counter” algorithm of [DNPR10] to answer interval queries
over these n segments. This is done by building a binary tree of noisy counts,
whose leaves are the n segments. For the rectangle mechanism, we use a (k, d)-
tree-like data structure (see [Ben75] and see also the rectangle mechanism of
[CSS11]), building a “tree of trees” of noisy counts along the c dimensions of
the data universe (after reducing the size of each dimension using a differentially
private partition). We judiciously prune this tree to avoid an exponential blowup
in its size (the naive implementation requires time and memory nc). A careful
analysis guarantees that even while we extend to c dimensions, the error (as a
function of D) only grows to O(c2 · D).

1.2 Counting Under Continual Observation

Dwork, Naor, Pitassi and Rothblum [DNPR10] introduced the problem of count-
ing under continual observation. The goal is to monitor a stream of D bits, and
continually maintain an approximation of the number of 1’s that have been
observed so far. For privacy, the entire collection of D outputs (where the i-
th output approximates the count after processing i elements) should maintain
ε-differential privacy, masking the value of any single bit. The canonical appli-
cation is monitoring events, such as the number of influenza patients arriving
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at medical office, or the number of users visiting a webpage (where privacy
hides any single access). Since its introduction online counting has found many
applications. In most settings, the data stream is sparse: the number of 1’s (the
stream’s “weight”) is much smaller than D.

The online counter proposed by [DNPR10] (we refer to this as the “tree
counter”) had error roughly O(log2 D) (see the analysis in [CSS11]). As an addi-
tional contribution, we present an improved counter (with pure or (ε, 0) dif-
ferential privacy) for sparse streams. In particular, thinking of the input as a
boolean string where the number of 1’s is at most n (and n 	 D), the error is
improved to roughly (log D + (log2 n)) (compared with roughly (log2 D) for the
tree counter). We note that the dependence on D is optimal, and matches the
Ω(log D) lower bound in [DNPR10].

Theorem 1.4. For any ε, β > 0, the online counter from Sect. 3.1 guarantees ε-
differential privacy. Taking n to be an upper bound on the input stream’s weight,
with all but β probability over the counter’s coins, the maximal error over all D

items is at most O( log D+((log2 n)·log(1/β))
ε ).

Here again, we partition the data stream (of length D) into at most n segments,
where the number of items in each segment is not too large. This is done using
an online partition mechanism, which can process the items one-by-one, and
after processing each item can decide whether a segment is large enough to be
“sealed”, or whether to keep accumulating the current segment (see Sects. 1.3
and 2). Given this online partition mechanism, we can run the tree counter of
[DNPR10] (or any other counter) on its output. As we process data items, we
don’t update the count until the current segment is sealed. When a segment is
sealed, we feed the count within this segment into the tree counter, and obtain
an updated count (we use here the fact that the tree counter can also operate
on integer inputs, not just on bits).

1.3 Differentially Private Online Partition

As mentioned above, one of the main tools we use is a (pure) ε-differentially
private partition algorithm. Given an n-item database x ⊆ [1,D], this algorithm
partitions the data universe U = [1,D] into (at most) n contiguous segments
(S1 = [1, s1], S2 = [s1 + 1, s2], . . . , Sn = [sn−1 + 1,D]) (where the si’s are all
integers). The guarantee is that w.h.p. the number of data elements in each
of these segments is small, and bounded by roughly O(log D). These partitions
are pervasive in the applications mentioned above. In a nutshell, we treat the
segments as a new and reduced data universe. This reduces the size of the data
universe from D to n, an exponential improvement for some of the parameter
regimes of interest. Beyond its applications in this work, we find the partition
mechanism to be of independent interest, and hope that it will find further
applications.

Theorem 1.5. For any ε, β > 0, the Partition mechanism in Sect. 2 guar-
antees ε-differential privacy. When run on a database of size n, with all
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but β probability over the mechanism’s coins, it outputs at most n segments,
and each segment is of weight at most 5(log D+log(1/β))

ε . The running time is
n · poly(log D, log(1/ε), log(1/β)).

The Partition algorithm and its analysis are inspired by an algorithm from
[DNPR10] for transforming a class of streaming algorithms into ones that are
private even under continual observation.

Another important property of this algorithm is that it can be run in an
online manner. In this setting, the input is treated as a bit-stream of length D.
The i-th input yi ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether item i is in the dataset. Thus, this
is a sparse stream with total weight n. The partition mechanism can process
these bits one-by-one, making an online decision about when to “seal” each
segment. We use this online of the partition algorithm to obtain an improved
online counter.

2 Differentially Private Online Partition

The Mechanism. The (online) partition algorithm processes the input as a
stream x1, . . . , xD ∈ {0, 1}. We use n to denote the weight of the stream (the
number of 1’s).2 The output is a partition of [D] into (contiguous) segments
P = (S1, . . . , Sj), such that:

1. W.h.p. the number of segments j is smaller than n.
2. The weight of the items in each segments is O((log D + log(1/β))/ε) (where

ε is the privacy parameter).

This is an online algorithm, in the sense that after processing the i-th data
item, the algorithm either “seals” a new segment, ending at i, or it keeps the
current segment “open” and proceeds to the next data item. We emphasize that
the algorithm is oblivious to the input stream’s weight. The Partition algorithm
and its analysis are inspired by an algorithm from [DNPR10] for transforming
a class of streaming algorithms into ones that are private even under continual
observation (see also the discussion of the “sparse vector” abstraction in [DR14]).

Theorem 2.1. For any ε, β > 0, the Partition Algorithm of Fig. 1 guarantees
ε-differential privacy. Let n be the total weight of the input stream. With all but
β probability over the algorithm’s coins, it outputs at most n segments, and each
segment is of weight at most 5(log D+log(1/β))

ε .

Before proving the partition algorithm’s privacy and accuracy, we remark that
the dependence on log D is optimal by the lower bound of [DNPR10]. Moreover,
for an offline implementation, where the input is given as an n-item database
x ⊆ [1,D], we can reduce the running time to polylogD:

2 More generally, we could also work with a stream of integers, and the weight would
be the L1 norm.
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Partition (D, ε, β)

Initialize the threshold T ← (3(log D + log(1/β))/ε), and indices i, j ← 0

Repeat the following loop: (each iteration of the loop seals a new segment)

1. Initialize the j-th segment:
j ← j + 1, countj ← 0, ˜Tj ← T + Lap(1/ε)

2. Repeat the following loop, processing the i-th data item in each iteration:

(a) i ← i + 1, countj ← countj + xi

(b) ˜count i ← countj + Lap(1/ε)

Keep the j-the segment open until (˜count i > ˜Tj) or (i ≥ D)
3. Seal the j-th segment: sj ← i

Until (i ≥ D). Take m ← j to be the final number of segments
Output the partition P = {[1, s1], [s1 + 1, s2], . . . , [sm−1 + 1, D]} and the number of segments m

Fig. 1. Online DP partition algorithm

Remark 2.2 [Efficient Offline Implementation]. For the offline settings, where
the input is an n-item database x ⊆ [1,D], we can compute the partition in
n · polylog(D) time as follows. We sort the n items so that x1 < x2 < . . . < xn

(where each xk ∈ [1,D]). We then process the items one by one. When processing
the k-th item xk, assume that the last sealed segment was sealed at sj . We count
the number of database items in [sj + 1, xk]. This gives a certain probability p
that the (j + 1)-th segment will be sealed at xk. Until the (j + 1)-th segment is
sealed, for every y ∈ [xk, xk+1 − 1], the probability that the (j + 1)-th segment
is sealed at y remains pk (because there are no additional items processed).
We can now sample in polylogD time whether the segment is sealed in the
range [xk, xk+1 − 1]. If we sample that the segment is sealed at some y∗ in this
range, then we run the above process again starting at y (with a new probability
computed from the updated true count, which becomes 0). If not, then we run it
again starting at xk+1 (again from the updated the count, which is incremented).

Proof (Proof of Theorem 2.1). We argue privacy and accuracy:

Privacy. Fix databases x , x ′, which differ in the i-th data item (for i ∈ [D]).
Consider a partition P . Take Sj ∈ P s.t. i ∈ Sj . Since the data streams are
identical up to Sj , the probabilities of generating the prefix S1, . . . , Sj−1 are
identical on x and x ′ (for any choice of random coins made in the first j − 1
segments, the outcome on both databases is identical). Below, we bound the
ratio between the probabilities of generating Sj = [sj−1, sj ] as the j-th segment
in both runs. After generating Sj as the j-th segment, the probabilities of the
partition’s suffix when running on the two databases are again identical, because
the data are identical and no state is carried over (beyond the boundary sj of
the j-th segment).

We show a bijection between noise values when running on x and on x ′, such
that for any noise value producing Sj on x , the bijection gives a noise value of
similar probability that produces the same output on x ′. We conclude that the
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probability p′ of producing Sj on x ′ is not much smaller than the probability p
of producing Sj on x , which implies Differential Privacy.

Towards this, take ˜Tj , ˜T ′
j be the j-th noisy thresholds in a run on x and on

x ′ (respectively), and similarly take ˜countsj
and ˜count

′
sj

to be the noisy counts
in runs on x and on x ′. The bijection is defined as follows:

– For the case xi = 0 and x ′
i = 1, take:

˜T ′
j = ˜Tj + 1, ˜count

′
sj

= ˜countsj

All other noise values are unchanged in the two runs. This bijection guarantees
that if no item before sj sealed the j-th segment on x , then no item before sj

will seal the j-th segment on x ′ (whose count can only be larger by at most
1 at any point in the segment). Moreover, if sj seals the j-th segment on x ,
then it will also seal the j-th segment on x ′ (because the noisy threshold there
is larger by 1, and count at sj is larger by 1 in x ′).

– For the case xi = 1 and x ′
i = 0, take:

˜T ′
j = ˜Tj , ˜count

′
sj

= ˜countsj
+ 1

All other noise values are unchanged in the two runs. This bijection guarantees
that if no item before sj sealed the j-th segment on x , then no item before
sj will seal the j-th segment on x ′ (whose count can only be smaller at any
point in the segment). Moreover, if sj seals the j-th segment on x , then it will
also seal the j-th segment on x ′ (because the noisy threshold there is smaller
by 1, and count at sj is also smaller by 1 in x ′).

Since the bijection changed the magnitude of a single draw from Lap(1/ε)
by at most 1, we conclude that p′ ≥ e−ε · p, and the algorithm is ε-differentially
private.

Accuracy. By construction, the algorithm makes at most 2D draws from the
Lap(1/ε) distribution. By the properties of the Laplace distribution, with all
but β probability, all of these draws will have magnitude at most ((log D +
log 2 + log(1/β))/ε). Condition on this event for the remainder of the proof.
Under this conditioning, whenever ˜count > ˜T , we have that count (the true
count within the segment) is greater than 0, and so all the segments are non-
empty, and there can be at most n segments (because there are only n items
in the dataset). Moreover, under the above conditioning, as soon as we have
count ≥ 5(log D + log(1/β))/ε), we also have ˜count > ˜T , and so no segment can
have weight larger than 5(log D + log(1/β))/ε).

3 From Partitions to Counting, Intervals and Rectangles

In this section we apply the partition algorithm to obtain improved differentially
private mechanisms for online counting, and for answering interval and rectangle
queries.
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3.1 Online Counting Under Continual Observation

Counting under continual observation was first studied by [DNPR10], and has
emerged as an important primitive with many applications. Given a stream of
D data items (integers or boolean values), the goal is to process the items one-
by-one. After processing the i-th item, the counter outputs an approximation
to the sum of items (1 . . . i). Taken together, the counter’s D outputs should be
differentially private, and mask a change of 1 in any particular data item (flipping
a bit if the values are boolean, or adding/subtracting 1 if they are integers).
A (D,α, β)-counter guarantees that with all but β probability over its own coins,
all D estimates it outputs (simultaneously) have error bounded by α.

Recap: The “Tree Counter”. For privacy and error parameters ε, β > 0,
“tree counter” of [DNPR10] is an ε-differentially private (D,O(((log2 D) ·
log(1/β))/ε), β) counter: W.h.p., for all D outputs simultaneously, the error is
bounded by roughly (log2 D). The counter works by building a binary tree over
the interval [1,D]. Each data item is a leaf in the tree, and each internal node at
height � (where leaves are at height 0) “covers” a sub-segment of length 2�. The
(D/2�) nodes in height � partition the interval [1,D] into sub-segments of length
2�. The online counter maintains a noisy sum for the items in each internal node
(filling up these counts as the items (1, . . . , D) are processed). To estimate the
number of items in some segment [1, k], they observe that the segment is exactly
covered by at most log D internal nodes of the tree. The counter outputs the sum
of these internal nodes as its estimate. The noise for each internal node is drawn
from a Laplace distribution with magnitude O(log D/ε), so the sum of noises
from the log D noise values is O(log2 D) w.h.p. (the error analysis in [DNPR10]
is a bit more slack, see [CSS11]). Privacy follows because any “leaf” (i.e. input
element) only affects the counts of the log D internal nodes that “cover” it.

Improved Online Counter via Partitions. We show that the (online) partition
algorithm of Sect. 2 gives an improved online counter (with pure or (ε, 0) Differ-
ential Privacy) for the case of sparse streams. In particular, thinking of the input
as a boolean string where the number of 1’s is at most n (and n << D), the
error is improved to roughly (log D + (log2 n)) (compared with roughly (log2 D)
for the tree counter). We note that the dependence on D is optimal, and matches
the Ω(log D) lower bound in [DNPR10]. We note that the counter was conceived
for (and is usually applied to) scenarios where D is much larger than n.

The improved counter operates by running any online counter (and in partic-
ular the tree counter) “on top of” a partition obtained from the (online) partition
algorithm. Initializing the count to 0, we process each new data item using the
partition algorithm. If the algorithm keeps the current segment open, then we
simply maintain the current count. If the algorithm seals a segment, then we
“feed” that segment into the (online) counter as a new data item (using the true
number of 1’s in the current segment). We then update the current count using
the counter’s output. I.e. the segments of the partition now form the “leaves”
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of the tree used in the [DNPR10] online counter.3 By differential privacy of the
partition algorithm and the counter, the output of this composed algorithm is
also differentially private.

Theorem 3.1 Composing the Partition algorithm from Fig. 1 with the online
tree counter from [DNPR10] gives an online counter. For any ε, β > 0, the
composed algorithm guarantees ε-differential privacy. Let n be an upper bound
on the input stream’s weight. With all but β probability over the counter’s coins,
the maximal error over all D items is at most O( log D+((log2 n)·log(1/β))

ε ).

Proof. We run the partition algorithm with privacy parameter (ε/2) and error
parameter (β/2). By Theorem 2.1, with all but (β/2) probability, the online
partition algorithm seals at most n segments, where the (true) number of 1’s in
each segment is at most 10(log D+log(2/β))

ε . We then run the tree counter on this
“stream” of n segments, with privacy parameter (ε/2) and error parameter (β/2).
The partition into segments is (ε/2)-DP, and the output of the tree counter on
the “stream” of n segments (given the true count in each of these segments) is
also (ε/2)-DP. By composition of DP mechanisms, the complete output of the
composed mechanism is ε-DP. For accuracy:

1. By the error guarantee of the tree counter, the n counts obtained when seg-
ments are sealed have error at most O( (log

2 n)·log(1/β)
ε ) (with all but a (β/2)

probability of error).
2. By the segment-size guarantee of the partition algorithm, the true count

in a “open” segment that hasn’t been sealed yet is bounded. Thus, the
fact that counts are not updated before a segment is sealed incurs only a
O( log D+log(1/β)

ε ) additional (additive) error for the (D−n) items that do not
“seal” a segment.

By a union bound, with all but β probability, the total error is
O( log D+((log2 n)·log(1/β))

ε ).

3.2 Interval Queries

To answer interval queries on a database x ⊆ [1,D], we run the partition algo-
rithm and obtain a privacy-preserving partition of [1,D] into (at most) n disjoint
segments (S1, . . . , Sn), where w.h.p. the count of items in each segment is small.
We then construct a binary tree “on top of” these n segments, as in the improved
online counter (see Sect. 3.1). I.e., the n segments are the tree’s leaves, and each
internal node at height h “covers” 2h segments. For each node in this tree, cov-
ering an interval [i, j], we add independent Laplace noise of magnitude (log n/ε),
and release the (noisy) size of the intersection x ∩ [i, j] (the number of 1’s in the
interval). Privacy follows because the partition is DP, and given the partition

3 We note that, in general, we could compose any online counter with the partition
algorithm. We are not using any specific properties of the tree counter.
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any data item only changes the counts in log n nodes of the tree. Note that this
offline algorithm can be implemented in time poly(n, log D) (see Remark 2.2).

Given the tree of noisy counts, we can answer any interval query I = [i, j]
as follows. First, observe that any such interval can be “covered” by at most
2 log n nodes of the tree: a collection of nodes whose (disjoint) leaves form the
(minimal) collection of segments whose union contains I. To find such a cover,
consider the lowest node k in the tree such that the segments its sub-tree cover
the interval I (but this is not true for either of k’s children). Now the “left”
and “right” parts of the interval I are the parts contained in the left or right
sub-trees of k (respectively). The left part of I is covered by at most log n nodes
in the left sub-tree, and the right part of I is covered by at most log n nodes
in the right sub-tree. Note that we can also find this cover efficiently. Once the
above cover is obtains, we answer the query by simply outputting the sum of
(noisy) counts of the nodes that cover the interval. Accuracy follows by the fact
that the counts in each segment are small, and the noise in the sum of noisy
counts is also small.

Theorem 3.2 (Theorem 1.2, Restated). The mechanism described above
answers interval queries. For any privacy and accuracy parameters ε, β > 0,
the mechanism guarantees ε-differential privacy. For any database x of size n,
with all but β probability over the mechanism’s coins, all interval queries (simul-
taneously) are answered with error O( log D+((log2 n)·log(1/β))

ε ). The running time
to produce the synopsis (which can later be used to answer any interval query)
is poly(n, log D, log(1/ε), log(1/β)).

Proof. We run the partition algorithm with privacy parameter (ε/2) and error
parameter (β/2). By Theorem 2.1, with all but (β/2) probability, the online
partition algorithm outputs at most n segments, where the (true) number of
1’s in each segment is at most 10(log D+log(2/β))

ε . We then build a tree of noisy
counts on top of these n segments, adding Laplace noise of magnitude (2 log n/ε)
to each node’s true count, and releasing all of these noisy counts. The partition
itself is (ε/2)-DP, and since each data item affects exactly log n counts in the
tree, these noisy counts (taken all together and as a function of the partition)
are (ε/2)-DP. Thus, the algorithm’s output is altogether ε-DP.For an interval
query I = [i, j], we argue accuracy as follows:

The algorithm finds a “minimal cover”: A collection of segments (Sk, . . . , S�)
s.t. the union of these segments contains the interval I, and (by minimality) the
union of (Sk+1, . . . , S�−1) is contained in I (we ignore the borderline cases where
� − k ≤ 1, which is handled similarly). Let us denote the union of (Sk, . . . , S�)
by I ′, so that I ⊆ I ′. We have that:

1. The (true) sum of items in I ′ is well approximated by the sum of noisy
counts computed by the algorithm. In particular, with all but (β/2) prob-
ability, the error in computing this sum (a sum of log n Laplacian RVs) is
O( (log

2 n)·log(1/β)
ε ).
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2. The difference between the (true) counts in I ′ and in I is at most the sum of
counts in Sk and S�. This is because the only items that are in I ′ but not in
I are those in Sk or S� (recall that I contains the union of (Sk+1, . . . , S�−1)).
By the accuracy of the partition algorithm, with all but (β/2) probability,
this difference is at most O( log D+log(1/β)

ε )

By a union bound, we conclude that with all but β probability, the total
error in computing the count on interval I is O( log D+((log2 n)·log(1/β))

ε ).

3.3 Rectangle Queries

To answer c-dimensional rectangle queries on a database x ⊆ [1,D]c, we run
the partition algorithm on each “axis” of the input space separately. For each
dimension a ∈ [1, c], we partition the line [1,D] into (at most) n segments, where
for each of these segments, the number of input elements whose a-th coordinate
falls into that segment is bounded. I.e., we compute a privacy-preserving parti-
tion (Sa

1 , . . . , Sa
n), where for all i, the number of database elements whose a-th

coordinate falls into Sa
i is bounded. For the remainder of the construction, we

will consider the partition of the multi-dimensional space [1,D]c into a collection
of rectangles:

{(S1
i1 × . . . × Sc

ic)}i1,...,ic∈[1,n].

By the properties of the partition algorithm, these rectangles are disjoint and
cover the input space.

Multi-Dimensional Tree. We construct a “multi-dimensional tree” of counts over
the above partition. The construction is iterative, proceeding one dimension at
a time from 1 to c:

– The dimension-1 tree is a binary tree, whose leaves are the segments {S1
i }i∈[1,n]

(as in the intervals algorithm). Each node of this dimension-1 tree corresponds
to an interval T 1, a union of some number (a power of 2) of segments {S1

i }
from the dimension-1 partition. Each such node contains a noisy count for the
number of items whose first coordinate falls in the interval T 1. The node also
contains a dimension-2 tree, which we call its “successor”.

– For a ∈ [2, c] each dimension-a tree is a binary tree whose leaves are the
segments {Sa

i }i∈[1,n]. The dimension-a tree has a “predecessor”, a dimension-
(a − 1) tree, corresponding to intervals (T 1, . . . , T a−1) in the first (a − 1)
dimensions.

Each node in the dimension-a tree corresponds to an interval T a, a union
of some number (a power of 2) of segments {Sa

i } from the dimension-a par-
tition. Each such node contains a noisy count for the number of items s.t.
for all i ∈ [1, a], their i-th coordinate falls in T i. For a < c (until the “final”
dimension), each node also contains a dimensional-(a + 1) tree, which we call
its “successor”.
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For privacy parameter ε, the noise added to each count is drawn from a
Laplace random variable with magnitude (4 logc n/ε). We view each node in the
above construction as specifying a c-dimensional rectangle T = (T 1 × . . . × T c)
(for nodes in dimension-a trees where a < c, the intervals (T a+1, . . . , T c) are
“full” and equal [1,D]). Each such node contains a noisy count of the number of
input elements that fall into this rectangle, i.e. of |x ∩ T |. The size of this data
structure is roughly nc. By pruning this tree, removing nodes with small noisy
counts (and their successors), we can obtain a data structure of size O(n · logc n)
(whose construction also requires time O(n · logc n)), see Remark 3.4 below.

The following two claims will be used in arguing privacy and accuracy:

Claim. Adding or removing an element to the dataset only changes the counts
of at most (2 logc n) nodes in the multi-dimensional tree.

Proof. Let xj ∈ [1, d]c be a data item. Let (S1
i1

, . . . , Sn
in

) be the (unique) segments
of the partition s.t. the a-th coordinate of xj is in Sa

ia
(for all a ∈ [1, c]). We

bound the number of nodes in the tree for which their corresponding rectangle T
includes xj (adding or removing xj will not affect the counts in any other nodes).
In the dimension-1 tree there are only log n such nodes: the leaf corresponding
to the segment S1

i1
, and its ancestors in the tree. Now observe that for the other

nodes in the dimension-1 tree, their successors (and their successors) will never
correspond to rectangles that include xj . For the log n nodes that do include
xj , their successors are dimension-2 trees, and they each have log n nodes that
include xj . Thus, we have log2 n nodes in dimension-2 trees that include xj . For
all other nodes, their successors will not include xj . Continuing as above, we
have that in the dimension-a trees there are loga n nodes that include xj . We
conclude that in total, the number of nodes in the multi-dimensional tree that
include xj is bounded by:

c
∑

a=1

loga n ≤ 2 logc n

Claim. For any rectangle R = (R1 × . . . × Rc) ⊆ [1,D]c, there exists a tight
“covering” of that rectangle using a set of at most m = (2 log n)c nodes T =
{T1, . . . , Tm} from the multi-dimensional tree. Taking Q =

⋃

i Ti we have:

1. R is no larger than Q, in particular R ⊆ Q.
2. Q is not “much” larger than R. In particular, for each dimension a there

exist segments Sa
j , Sa

k (segments of the a-th partition) s.t. for any element in
y ∈ (Q \ R) for some a ∈ [1, c] the a-th coordinate of y is in either Sa

j or Sa
k

(and thus, by the properties of the partition algorithm, the size of (Q \ R) is
not too large).

Proof. Similarly to the intervals algorithm, we begin with a separate “cover”
for the intervals that constitute each dimension of the rectangle R. As in the
intervals algorithm, for each dimension a ∈ [1, c], there exists a collection T a of
2 log n intervals corresponding to nodes in the dimension-a tree that “cover” the
interval Ra as follows. Taking Qa =

⋃

T∈T a T :
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1. Ra ⊆ Qa.
2. There exist two segments (Sa

j , Sa
k ) of the a-th partition, s.t. (Qa\(Sa

i

⋃

Sa
j )) ⊆

Ra

Now the claim follows by taking T , the set of tree nodes, to be T = (T 1 ×
. . .×T c). This is a set of at most (2 log n)c nodes, as required. Moreover, taking:

Q =
⋃

T∈T
T = (Q1 × . . . × Qc),

by the above properties of the cover on each dimension separately, we get that:

R = (R1 × . . . × Rc) ⊆ (Q1 × . . . × Qc) = (
⋃

T∈T
T ) = Q.

Moreover, for each dimension a we denote Q′
a = (Qa \ (Sa

j

⋃

Sa
k)). We have that

Q′ = Q′
1 × . . . × Q′

c has the properties that Q′ ⊆ R, and for every element
y ∈ (Q \ Q′), for some a ∈ [1, c], its a-th coordinate is in (Sa

j

⋃

Sa
k).

Answering Rectangle Queries. We use the multi-dimensional tree of noisy counts
described above to answer rectangle queries. Given a rectangle query R = (R1 ×
. . . × Rc) ⊆ [1,D]c, we decompose it into a “cover” T of (2 log n)c tree nodes as
promised in Claim 3.3. We answer the query R by adding up the noisy counts
for the these m nodes and outputting this noisy sum. This can be done in time
poly(logc n).

Theorem 3.3 (Theorem 1.3, Restated). The mechanism described above
answers c-dimensional rectangle queries. For any privacy and accuracy para-
meters ε, β > 0, the mechanism guarantees ε-differential privacy. With all but
β probability over its coins, all rectangle queries (simultaneously) are answered
with error O( (c

2·log D)+(c·(2 log n)1.5c+1·log(1/β))
ε ).

Proof. By composition of DP mechanisms, privacy follows directly from: (i)
privacy of the Partition algorithm (for computing the c partitions), and (ii)
from Claim 3.3 and the fact that we add Laplace noise of magnitude (4 logc n/ε)
to each count.

For accuracy, observe that after we partition the axis, there are n2c possible
rectangle queries (rectangles whose covers are identical are essentially equiva-
lent). For each such query R, we release a noisy count for its cover T . The noise
is a sum of (at most) (2 log n)c independent Laplace RVs, each of magnitude
2 logc n. With all but (β/2) probability, the maximal noise added to the count
of any of these covers is of magnitude at most O( c·(2 log n)1.5c+1·log(1/β)

ε ) (see the
analysis for the sum of Laplacian RVs in [CSS11]). So for each rectangle R with
cover T , the error in the noisy count for T is bounded.

We run the partition algorithm c times, each with privacy parameter (ε/2c)
and error parameter (β/2c). With all but (β/2c) probability, the size of each
segment in each of the c partitions is at most O( c·(log D+log c+log(1/β))

ε ). Every
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point that is in T but not in R must have one of its coordinates be in a (fixed)
set of 2c such segments. Thus, by the second property of the cover T (see
Claim 3.3), the difference between the true counts of R and of T is at most
O( c2·(log D+log c+log(1/β))

ε ). The error bound follows by a triangle inequality (and
a union bound).

Remark 3.4. The naive construction of the multi-dimensional tree requires time
(and size) nc. We improve this running time dramatically by judiciously “prun-
ing” the tree. We take a threshold t = O((log n)c+1 · log(1/β)), and as we con-
struct the multi-dimensional tree (starting with the dimension-1 tree), for any
node whose noisy count is smaller than t, we set that node to be “empty” (noisy
count 0), and do not continue to its children in the current tree, nor to its suc-
cessor. By this choice of t, w.h.p. over the noise, any node that is not marked as
empty corresponds to a rectangle that is not empty in the input database.

Now when using the noisy counts to reconstruct the answers to a given rectan-
gle, because we might be under-counting for all (2 log n)c of the nodes that we use
to “cover” the query, we obtain a slightly-larger error of ((log n)O(c) · log(1/β)).
The advantage, however, is that the running time and the size of the multi-
dimensional tree are improved to O(n · logc n). To see this, recall that any node
that is not marked as “empty” must have at least 1 data item in its correspond-
ing rectangle. The bound on the tree size follows by induction over c (as does
the improved running time).
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